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Leaders are attractive. 
That’s why others 
follow them.
Find us online: starinsure.co.nz

Call us: 
0800 250 600

They say imitation is the best form of flattery. We’re flattered 

because our competitors have copied our policies almost to the 

letter. And that’s okay because we genuinely want the best for 

our competitor’s customers too.

If we were doing the copying 

(we never would), we would bring 

something new to the table, to really 

shift things up a gear. But we already 

offer the best policies at the best 

prices. Which brings us to what 

our competitors can’t imitate.

Our originality. Our approach. Our 

flexibility. Our team. Our personality. 

And the way we handle customer 

service and claims. Not. Even. Close. 

Riding with the leader means never 

having to follow the pack. Choose 

Star Insurance, the original specialist 

motorcycle insurance provider who 

knows and loves bikes as much 

as looking after the needs of their 

owners.

PS: Don’t forget to ask 
for the John Baker special.

Email us: 
admin@starinsure.co.nz

http://www.starinsurance.co.nz
http://www.starinsurance.co.nz
http://www.starinsurance.co.nz
mailto:admin@starinsurance.co.nz
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President's Podium
Happy New Year! I trust you enjoyed your Christmas however you
chose to celebrate it.

Good news, while our search for an Editor is not over, Dave Morris
agreed in late November to take over from Bruce on a temporary
basis. Some of you will know Dave as a previous Editor of the club
newsletter so you know he’ll do a great job in the interim. While I’m
still hopeful we can find someone within the membership who will
pick up the role on a more permanent basis, I owe Dave a deep debt
of gratitude for stepping in when we needed it.

I’ll take this as another opportunity to thank Bruce for the sterling work he has done for
the club over the last few years and wish him all the best in his “retirement”.

I’m delighted that we have a new Area Rep in Nelson with Kevin Hewitt taking over
duties from Dale Grover just prior to the holidays. Thanks for stepping up Kevin, and
thanks Dale for the contribution you’ve made for Nelson based members during your
time.

By the time you read this, the 2017 Annual Rally and AGM hosted in Napier will have
just concluded. Those who turned up more than likely had a great time and, for some,
took a great opportunity to rekindle friendships with friends who don’t see each other
from year to year.

The club may have a new President, or I’m it for another year; we may or may not have a
new constitution, which enables innovation and flexibility in the way we operate rather
than containing a level of prescription that future stewards will struggle with as the
environment changes; and hopefully we’ll have launched our new website, which is
mobile friendly, more responsive to membership needs and linked to a newly
developed, specifically designed ‘cloud based’ platform for you to manage your own
membership data.

Whatever the outcomes, of which you’ll read more in March no doubt, I want to thank
the Executive members and other volunteers within the club for the way in which we
work together, partnering up and bringing collective strengths to our purpose. It is a
privileged to be part of such a great team and I look forward to working on our 2017
priorities.

Garry

bmwor.org.nz
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The Editor

editor@bmwor.org.nz
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BMWOR of NZ
P O Box 109-245
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AUCKLAND 1149
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than the 15th day of the month preceding
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Editorial
A new editor at last, you say. A call from someone high up persuaded me to carry the
torch for the next while. It basically came down to this; ‘Some ones gotta do it.”

So bear with me while I pick up on the changes since my last turn at editorship, most
of it in the technology area.

Two reminders:

The close-off deadline is the 15th. of each month. After this date its heads down and
working., The next deadline is the date back from the printers; the folding team need
to do their thing and have the newsletters posted in time for the new month. Each
step and day is a critical factor in this.

The other important requirement to the editor is the size of photo/image. 300dpi is
minimum quality that will show a good photo in the newsletter. I would ask for original
size photos so I can do the changes to fit the page and available space.

Happy reading.

Dave Morris.

mailto:editor@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:president@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:secretary@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:treasurer@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:membership@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:regalia@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:pauledlington@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:vicepresident@bmwor.org.nz
mailto:memberrep@bmwor.org.nz
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Some of the Benefits
New replacement Motorcycle if a total loss occurs within 12 
months of the insured motorcycle being first registered as a new 
Motorcycle up to 20,000km – this increases to 24 months and 
30,000km for BMWOR members.

Windscreen/shield, headlights or tail lights covered – Nil 
excess.

Roadside Assistance is provided on comprehensively 
covered motorcycles.

Automatic Riding Apparel cover – $5,000 (indemnity 
value) any one claim per year.

Option to have Replacement Riding Apparel cover 
– $5,000 (replacement value) any one claim per year.  
Premium for BMWOR members $50 plus GST. 
(Normally $75+GST).

Discounts Discounts Discounts
Age Discounts, Multiple Bike Discount (conditions apply), 
Loyalty Discounts, Trike Discounts, Named Rider Discounts 
and the Restricted Usage Discount – this is now based on 
riding less than 7,500km per year, per bike! (was 5,000km).

Lower Excesses
The standard policy excess is now $250 (plus underage 
excesses applying), $500 theft excess and on approved track 
days a $750 excess only will apply.

Ride Forever
If you complete a Ride Forever training course, provide us 
with your certificate and we will apply a NIL excess for one 
claim within 12 months of completing this course.

Contact
Leonie, Annaliese or Jodie

0800 65 62 64
if you have any queries

In collaboration with NZI, Aon has a new improved policy wording for Motorcycles. This Prestige Motorcycle 
Policy gives you the best of the best in cover for all types of On-Road Motorcycles including 3 wheelers, Off-
Road Motorcycles including Quad Bikes, Competition Motorcycles (not covered whilst racing), Motorcycle 
Collections and Classic/Vintage Motorcycles.

Aon has a new Policy Wording with a new Underwriter

BMWOR 2016
 Motorcycle Insurance Scheme
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events calendar

Introduction:

The BMW Owners Register is an organisation whose members join together for rides to
nominated venues and for other social occasions. The organiser nominates the
destination and regrouping stages along the way, but otherwise has no influence upon
the way that riders behave on the road. There is no element of organised competition in
the rides.

Riding Code:

1. All register members on register rides shall do so as individuals responsible for their
own safety and shall take into account the safety of others they encounter on the ride.

2. Register members are responsible for ensuring that their motorcycles are in a safe and
legal condition, the minimum being to Warrant of Fitness standards.

3. Riders, pillions, and sidecar passengers where required, shall have as a minimum
Standards New Zealand approved motorcycle helmets, and stout footwear, gloves and
clothing that will be capable of protecting their body in the event of a mishap.

4. Register members are to go to the aid of any others suffering a mishap.

5. Ride organisers shall nominate the destination for the ride as well as any regrouping
locations or other stops. The organiser is not responsible for other riders' behaviour or
safety.

6. Riders shall ride at a speed and in a way that is comfortable for them. Do not ride
outside your personal comfort envelope.

7. If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they shall arrange to follow another rider who does
know the way and who travels at a comfortable pace.

8. Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt a staggered riding formation such
that there is an accepted following distance to the rider immediately in front. A reasonable
following distance is indicated by a time of two seconds between riders for dry
conditions, and longer for inclement conditions and on loose surfaces.

9. The Organiser and or the Register are not responsible for participants' safety, and all
participants participate at their own risk. All participants are aware that they are travelling
on open public roads and are responsible for their own safety and compliance with all
Road Rules and Laws.

BMW Owners Register Risk Management Plan

other events
BRONZ Ride Right, Ride Safe. A great way to get to know your new bike. Usually third Sunday of the month at the Whenuapai
Airbase. Contact Finn on 09 625 5533 or 027 484 6326 for details.

More detail at rrrs.org.nz - and they can BRING THE COURSE TO YOU if you can come up with the numbers and a venue: speak
to Finn.

Friday 31 March: Dawn Chorus, Ruatiti Domain - see Page Nine.

R.A.G.Rally, Saturday 01 - Sunday 02 April 2017 - see page 10.

bmwor area events
Please note that rides start at varying times and/or places. Read the event notices carefully and, if in doubt, contact the
Area Rep (details on rear cover) or ride organiser (if noted) for assistance. On most rides there is a rider briefing 5 minutes
prior to departure, at which point riders are expected to be ready to go with bikes fuelled and bladders empty.
Every effort is made to ensure that details of events are correct at the time of printing. Please check the website
(http://bmwor.org.nz) for current information on events or contact the local Area Rep if you have any questions.

Note – In addition to the events posted here Wellington also undertake ‘Impromptu Rides’. These are offered via email to the
membership with a couple of days notice when the weather looks like being favourable. Contact Peter Nash
wellington@bmwor.org.nz if you are outside their Area but wish to be notified of these runs (handy for an excuse to put off mowing
the lawn if they are coming your way.).

february
Sunday 12 Rangitikei: Ride to Castlepoint depart Summerhill car park at 9.30

Monday 13 Wellington: Club Social get together - Petone Working Men’s Club from 6pm

Monday 13 Canterbury: Club night, Styx and Stone Bar and Restaurant, Northwood, Belfast

Sunday 19 Wellington: Monthly Club Ride – Route and destination TBA.

Sunday 19th Otago/Southland: “Invercargill invasion” to visit the Motorcycle Mecca collection. Aiming for morning coffee at the
Old Post Office Cafe in Gore around 10:30, getting to the museum around midday or a little after. Lunch and thereafter to be worked
out on the day, depending how long we spend looking at the bikes.

Thursday 28 Rangitikei: Ride and BYO BBQ, venue TBC.

march
Sunday 12 Rangitikei: Ride to Mt Bruce Depart Ashhurst Fusion cafe at 10.00

Sunday 12th Otago/Southland: Ranfurly for lunch around 12:30

Monday 13 Canterbury: Club night, Styx and Stone Bar and Restaurant in Northwood, Belfast.

Saturday/Sunday 18 -19 Wellington: Monthly Club Ride is to Taihape for the overnighter – this is the twice cancelled ride from
September & October 2016 more on this at the January Club Social get together.

Tuesday 28 Rangitikei: Dinner in Wanganui venue to be confirmed.
Friday 31 Dawn Chorus - see Page Nine.

april
Sunday 9th Otago/Southland: Kaka Point for lunch around 12:30.

may
Sunday 7th Otago/Southland: “Autumn colours” ride to Lawrence for lunch around 12:30 at the Wild Walnut.
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area reports
Wellington
The monthly Club Night was held on
Thursday 15 December at the Petone
Working Men’s Club and was attended
by 27 Members and significant others
and one guest. This was the Christmas
Buffet upstairs in the Kennsington
Restaurant and for $20 per head was
value for money with plenty of food on
offer which our group fully enjoyed. This
is the second time the Club has attended
one of these buffet nights and it another
way that as a Club we can show support
for the PWMC for letting us use their
facilities free for our normal monthly club
social tea meetings. All of the feedback
has been positive so we will look at
another similar night in the middle of
2017.

Peter Nash

Ride to Pongaroa Pub, Tararua
District

Seven riders aboard 6 R1200GSes and
one Honda CBR Four 600 piloted by
Dave T rendezvoused for coffee in
Pahiatua having made our way to this
rural service town via two alternate
routes.

Weather throughout our day was
pleasantly overcast with maximum
temperatures in the low twenties. The
latter part of the day saw the wind
increase to the point where riding
conditions became less pleasant
especially for those like myself who opted
for a gravel detour on the way home.

In the case of the three 'Daves' (Dave T,
Dave O and Dave R) led by Secretary
Dave Ross this was to be over the
Pahiatua Track from SH1 from a
departure point in Paremata on the
outskirts of Wellington.

Those who having a strong dislike for
SH1 opted for the promise of yet another
of Tibsy's Wairarapa 'black carpet'
delights (read tasty twisties) Kevin
(aboard hi R12LC and your scribe aboard
his R12 'Hexhead' (read SOHC) met
initially at Caltex Rimutaka before
proceeding at a leisurely pace to
rendezvous with Tibsy and new member
Graeme of Greytown aboard his mint and
heavily ‘Touratech blinged' R12GS

I can't comment for those who came to
the Pahiatua Rendevous via the Pahiatua
Track, but for those who opted for the
alternative of travelling up from Masterton
via a delightful assortment of sealed back
roads of Tibsy's knowledge - this
certainly did not disappoint in providing
much riding pleasure. Made a hardened
gravel road addict like myself appreciate
how much fun carving through sweeping
country sealed secondary roads can be.

For the interested - keen to experience

some of the Wairarapa and Tararua
Districts’s finest sealed motorcycling
roads - here are some of what I regard as
main pointers as to where we went from
Tibsy’s GPS log. Leaving Masterton we
procceded northeast on SH2 / Opaki
Road turning right onto the Oaki -
Kaiparoro Road. After 23km beyond
Mauriceville we entered Dreyers Rock
Road. After some 30km we turned left
onto Whangaehu Valley Road / SH52
proceeding to a left turn into Pa Valley

Road. Thence we turned right Mangaone
Valley Road and remained on this road
before joining Kaitawa Road for our run
into Pahiatua.

Having rendezvoused with Dave R and
the other two Daves, replete with coffee
and snacks we set out toward our lunch
destination via the Pahiatua Pongaroa
Road passing a favourite road of mine
Pori Road off to our right - I narrowly
resisted the temptation to return this way
for a play in the gravel as it would been

Photos from the Pongaroa ride. Photos - Stephen Oatley
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very windy up on the ‘tops’ - not a place
to be by oneself when on a group ride.
This was probably a wise decision
because I found myself moderately
challenged to ‘keep up’ at what was not
an excessive pace to Pongaroa. Perhaps
my mind wasn’t fully focussed on the seal
- suffering ‘gravel’ withdrawal as it was.

Lunch at the Pongaroa Pub did not
disappoint. The burgers were generous
and I heard no complaints for those
opting for the Seafood Chowder. A
convivial venue and a popular lunch
location for motorcyclists. We saw a
brace of Wee Stroms, a Harley, Moto
Guzzi and Triumph.

From Pongaroa to Masterton we came
down SH52 - regrouping and bidding our
farewells at the Mobil Garage on the edge
of Masterton. Most headed straight back
to Wellington via SH2 and the Rimutakas.
Graeme from Greytown choose to travel
with me back over a popular gravel
section accessed via Admiral Road near
Gladstone and on through Hinakura to
Martinborough where he and I turned for
our respective homes.

For me the distance travelled for the day
was 440km. A great ride with very
pleasant company.

Stephen Oatley

Nelson
Hi. I am Kevin, the new area rep for
Nelson. I have been motorcycling for
about 20 years and got hooked on the
BMW boxer in 2005 when I purchased an
R1100GS. I absolutely love the huge
torque and the slight roll from the engine
when opening the throttle wide, I
consider it a characteristic rather than a
flaw. I then went to the dark side for a
couple of years with a Yamaha FJR1300.
But I missed the enjoyment of riding a
BMW boxer, so I purchased Dale's old
R1150GS, which he now owns again, and
I am now riding an R1200GS. Also there
are too many unsealed roads which need
to be explored!

We had a great turn out for the first ride of
the year, 9 bikes and 10 riders. We
headed to Pelorus for refreshments, and
the destination for some. It was a lovely
sunny Sunday morning, not too much
wind. We had a chat and catch up, then 5
Bikes rode on to Anakiwa in the
Marlborough Sounds, and coincidently all
the GS riders even though no gravel was
involved. Anakiwa is a very picturesque
destination and would have been perfect
if it wasn’t for that pesky wind which had
returned. We found a bench and had a
picnic lunch, but no one was game for a
swim.

Kevin Hewitt
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As you may be aware, your Executive has
commissioned and completed an ‘on-line
cloud based’ Membership Database.
This is the most up-to-date, secure
system that the BMWOR currently has.

Your information has been transferred
from the previous manual records system
to the new database. Now that the new
BMWOR Website has been released
there is a need for you to check your
personal information and to indicate
some of your personal preferences –
especially relating to the delivery method
for your Newsletter.

To do this, follow the following steps:

• Open the BMWOR Webpage using
this hyperlink: http://bmwor.org.nz

• Click on the ‘MEMBERSHIP’
button, and then select ‘My
BMWOR Account’.

• A page will open for you and on the
Right Hand side of that page is an
area for you to type in your personal
email address. Then click on the
‘SELECT’ button. A message will
show on the upper left of the screen
suggesting that you check your own
email address. 

It is important about to now to tell
you two things:

• A message containing a link to
your personal information page of
the new database will be sent to
the email address you have
submitted. No-one else will
receive it. This is a built in security
and safety feature.

• The system recognises the email
address currently registered in the
database for you.  If you have
changed your email address and
not told BMWOR you will be
unable to gain access. If that is the
case, send an email to
secretary@bmwor.org.nz and your
email address will be corrected.

• Close that internet page and check
your email. Depending on usage and
demand, within a few minutes a
message will appear in your personal
email inviting you to click on the
hyperlink to access your personal
information page.

There are two parts to your personal
Page.    The first one show the basic data
held in the system. You cannot change
anything on that page.

The second part allows you to
edit/amend/change a limited number of
details.  When you’re viewing your
personal page, scroll to the bottom and
you will see a blue button that looks like
this:

Click the button and you will be
transferred to your Second Personal
Information Page.   This is the important
page, both for you and for our Club.  It’s
now IMPORTANT that the following
items are either ticked or amended:

• Member Name  - Year of Birth

• Partner name (if applicable as a
Member Partner) – tick the partner
box and add the Year of Birth.

• Emergency Contact details – you
choose who this should be as it fits
with your personal circumstances.
Please include contact phone
number/s

• Contact Details – please ensure
that these are correct – including
your email address.  These are the
addresses that information from the
club is sent to you.  They could be
Newsletters, information packs,
emails, phone call/s from your Area
Rep or any of the Executive
Members.

Now is the time to scroll to the bottom of
the page and click on the Green SAVE
button.  It looks like this:

The SAVE process will return you to the
top of the form again.    Scroll back to the
bottom and click on the EDIT DETAILS
button again. It looks like this:

Now is the time to update/add or delete
your Motorcycles.  Scroll down to the
Motorcycle Section.  Click on the Blue
Button ‘ADD NEW BIKE’ – It looks like
this:

This section is reasonably self-
explaining.   Select:

• Year of Manufacture: You can use
the up/down arrows or just type it in.

• Type:    Clicking the down arrow will
display all of the Types of machines
that BMW Produces.

• Capacity:   This means the cc rating
or your motorcycle.  It does not mean
Rider, Pillion and 1 in the sidecar!
Again the down arrow will assist.

• Class/Style:  Again by using the
down arrow you should be able to
see the class/style that matches your
machine.

Once you have done that for your first
Machine, click the Green SAVE button. It
looks like this:

If you have more than one machine,
repeat the process by clicking ‘ADD
NEW BIKE’ and following the steps
above. It is Important that every time you
add a machine that you click on the
SAVE button.  The details in this section
provide data on the types of machines
the members of our Club use.  If I did a
check today I would see that the Club
members have very few motorcycles.

You can add notes or text by using the
Free Text box below this section.      That
section is not included in any counts.   
Same for the free text box that you can (if
you wish) record the types of machines
that you’ve previously owned.  When
you’ve added or change details, always
use the SAVE button.

The final two sections are:

• Services Offered:  If you want your
name included in the Member
Services Directory, please tick the
box that says ‘Include in members
directory’.  If you do not do this, your
details will not appear in the next
Member Services Directory.

• There are also a number of options
for the type of service or services
that you are willing to provide. 
Please click on each that applies to
your circumstances.  This
information is also used to provide
details for the Members Services
Directory.

Newsletter:  This seems to be the
complicated one:

• If you would like your Newsletter
delivered by Email – click/tick the
‘Newsletter’ box. (This is the default
setting),

• If you would like your Newsletter
delivered to your recorded delivery
address – click/tick ‘Physical
Mailout’.

• If you want both – click/tick both.

• If you do not want a Newsletter –
don’t click any.

Once you have completed these
sections, click the Green SAVE button.
Remember, it looks like this:

The details from the two sections above
are automatically collated to provide
information as required for printing of:

• Member Services Directory.

• Email list for Mail Chimp to send
our electronic Newsletter.

• Label printing list to physically
send your Newsletter.

If you don’t receive a Newsletter or a
Member Services Directory, it means that
you haven’t indicated what your
preferences are.

Your Area Reps will now be familiar with
this database. If you are unsure of any

BMWOR’s New Membership Database.

http://bmwor.org.nz
mailto:secretary@bmwor.org.nz
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part of this you can either talk with them
or contact
membership@bmwor.org.nz.

The introduction of the new Database is
important not only to the Club but:

• To our Area Reps in accessing the
most up-to-date membership list for
their areas,

• To our Members with auto reminders
of when their Annual membership
Fees are due,

• To the Treasurer for budgeting and
tracking income from Annual
Membership Fees,

• To the Board Members for
Demographic and Organisational
Data,

• To the Membership Secretary
moving from a full (and time
consuming) manual process to
having the majority of those
processes completed with oversight
as opposed to hands on.

• To the Newsletter printing and
delivery team and the savings to our
organisation that may create.

Questions always welcomed.

David Ross
Secretary - BMWOR of NZ (Inc)
17 Griffiths Place
Newlands
Wellington 6037
Phone : 04 461 7078 Mobile : 027 645
8236

DAWN CHORUS 2017

Dawn Chorus will be held once again in the
idyllic peaceful

Ruatiti Domain
at the back of beyond, of

Raetihi.
There is no standing accommodation at this domain.
Camping, caravan or motor-home is the only choice.
There is no cost for a site and toilet and shower
facilities are there.
Join the Hardy Brothers and enjoy the comradeship of
fellows of the opposed twin (Included are K and F).
More info about the Domain can be found here:
http://www.ruapehudc.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocume
nts/Brochures/Parks%20and%20Rerserves/parks%2
0reserves%20-%20ruatiti%20domain.pdf
Date: Friday March, 31st 2017.
You will need to be self-sufficient with shelter,
appropriate clothing and food, including cooking and
utensils. Usually we have breakfast ‘down the road’.
Some of us carry on to BMWOR RAG Rally from
there.
Join up with riding mates and make you own way to
the venue. Preferred camping area is down toward the
junction of the two rivers.
Contact for questions and info:
daverobertmorris@gmail.com

mailto:membership@bmwor.org.nz
http://www.ruapehudc.govt.nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/Brochures/Parks%20and%20Rerserves/parks%20reserves%20-%20ruatiti%20domain.pdf
mailto:daverobertmorris@gmail.com
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2017 R.A.G.* Rally
Taylor Memorial Lodge, Pokaka

Saturday 01 April - Sunday 02 April 2017

Cost: $40.00 per person (plus $15 for a badge). Includes lodge
accommodation/camping and the spit roast on Saturday night.

You will need: a tent and bedroll if you’re camping (dormitory
accommodation is available for about 50 people - first up, best
room), sleeping bag, cup, plate and eating irons.

Please note: Each person to bring vegetables and/or salad for the
community pot.

How to get there: Pokaka is on State Highway 4 between National
Park and Raetahi

From the North: From National Park, pass through Waikune and Erua. After passing under the Makatote Viaduct, look for road
sign 'Taylor Memorial Lodge and Pokaka' on the right side of road, pointing across the road, in the direction of the mountain. From
Raetahi, pass through Tohunga Junction (joins up with highway 49 and Ohakune) Horopito, then look for road sign 'Taylor
Memorial Lodge and Pokaka' on left side of road, pointing across the road, in the direction of the mountain.

To secure and pay for your entry, either:

• fill out the booking form below, attach your cheque and post it to RAG Rally, PO Box 109-245, Newmarket, Auckland 1149; OR

• send an email to secretary@bmwor.org.nz with RAG Rally in the subject line with the details required on the booking form
below in the text and pay by internet banking to the BMWOR 'Event' account 03-1519-0034447-001 NEW ACCOUNT
NUMBER!!!! (Please include your surname as the payee and 'RAG' as a reference).

Please note: 2017 RAG Rally badges will only be available for entries received by 5:00 pm Friday 24 February, otherwise bookings
must be received by Friday 18 March for catering purposes.

.....................................................................................................................................................................................

RAG* Rally Booking Form
Name ........................................................................... Membership No .............................

Please book me and the following people:...............................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................

Number of people attending ........... @ $40.00 each = $..........................

Number of badges required ............ @ $15.00 each = $..........................My cheque for $ ........................ is attached.

*RAG stands for Rough As Guts, but it isn't really.

On a recent trip to Australia I needed a book to while away the hours at a airport terminal. I
spotted a new release by Guy Martin. I have always enjoyed his television programmes like
"Speed" or "The Boat That Guy Built" so I purchased this paperback titled "When You Dead
You Dead"

On his TV appearances I found his accent hard to understand even though he often repeats
what he has said, but there is no problem with the written word.

This book has 23 chapters and not all relate to motorcycles. He covers building "Specials"
to race at Pikes peak or the attempt to beat the world gravity racer speed record. He is also a
top competitor in mountain bike racing and covers his preparation and events.The wall of
death record attempt and the land speed record on a Triumph are featured. His trips to New
Zealand are also covered. I was at Manfield circuit with my son in law when Guy rode the
Britten. He describes this as" a big moment in his life". There were about 15 people at the
track and when he had finished his laps he come into the garage for a discussion with the
owner. The faring and tank were removed and Guy was given a description on how the bike
was constructed. Neil and myself stood to one side and listened with interest.

The book has photos of Guy at Manfield and Neil is in the background.

This book gives an insight to what makes him tick and the recent change from racing at the
Isle of Man TT to follow other interests.

I would recommend this book to anybody even if they did not have an interest in
motorcycles.
Don Cross
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2016 Australian GS Safari
Text and images BMW Motorrad, Aust.

The recent 2016 BMW GS Safari was a huge success with 200 riders traversing the glorious off-roads of the Great Dividing Range
around the NSW-Queensland border and hinterland.

http://www.motomart.co.nz
http://www.motomart.co.nz
mailto:service@motomart.co.nz
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Don’t just take our word for it. Join one of our fully supported motorcycle tours and you 
will experience a truly unforgettable adventure. With 20 incredible itineraries across 45 
countries on 5 continents we can take you to the most stunning places on the planet. 
Would you have the best time of your life? Hell yeah.

‘Am I glad I did it?

David, Australia - Road of Bones

Hell yeah.’

1300 887 327  |  compassexpeditions.com  |  info@compassexpeditions.com

http://compassexpeditions.com
mailto:info@compassexpeditions.com
http://compassexpeditions.com
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Support Your Club
Members: These Biker

Friendly Businesses Are
Run By BMWOR Members.

• Doug WATERS Auckland

• Roy MEDLICOTT Nelson

• Keith THOMSON Wellington

• Steve PERRY Palmerston North

• Paul DIPPIE Havelock North

• Roz KING Lower Hutt

• James ROBERTSON Wellington

• Roger CROWLEY Wanganui

• Colin TERRY Dannevirke

• Wayne & Charmain FRITZ Lower Hutt

• Jermy & Angela JONES Methven

• Karen HANSEN Lower Hutt

• Kevin HEWITT Nelson

• Nicholas BAILEY Greytown

• Norm JOHNSON Upper Hutt

• Tom FLEWETT Lower Hutt

• Vannesa & Kerry DAVISON Tuakau

We hope you’ll take part in many of your local and
national events. Your Area Rep will be pleased to
introduce you to other members in your area.

Our monthly newsletter is an open forum for all
members. If you fancy having a story (and photos)
published about your ride, the rebuild of your bike, a
book you might have read or a movie you have seen
lately, or just want to get something off your chest
about how the club is going, then get in touch with
the Editor no later than the 15th day of the month
preceding publication. We welcome your
contribution.

welcome
A warm welcome to our new members this month.

http://arcadiamotel.co.nz
http://arcadiamotel.co.nz
mailto:info@arcadiamotel.co.nz
http://kiwimotorcyclerentals.com
mailto:andrea@motorcyclerentals.kiwi
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Last year I had a very enjoyable
motorcycle tour of Tasmania with a group
from the Australian Kawasaki Riders.
This year they had planned a “Big
Things” tour of the Blue Mountains north
west of Sydney in New South Wales. The
ride was to start and finish 400 km from
Sydney in Tamworth, famous for its
Country Music. Each of the 4 days' rides
was 400 to 500km’s, quite a relaxed
distance. Why not !

Based on the Tasmanian experience, the
use of a hire bike appeared quite
attractive. A quick Google search
produced several options, all based in
Sydney. Being slightly vertically
challenged I was looking for a lighter bike
with a low seat height. A BMW F800GT
from NAX Motorcycle Rentals looked like
a goer. Seat height was only 800mm,
and it came complete with large panniers
and top box.

I decided to incorporate the bike tour with
my work visit to Melbourne in October.
Plan was to fly to Melbourne, drop off a
work suitcase, and then fly up to Sydney
to pick up the bike. Took the early
06:45am flight from Melbourne, grabbed
a cab at the airport and by 09:00am had
found the hire outfit and was ready to roll.

Central Sydney is obviously attracting a
lot of major investment, with many very
substantial building developments
underway. In deference to a strange bike
in a strange city, and the fact that this was
to be a relaxed experience, I decided to
take a couple of days to and from Sydney
to Tamworth. NAX Hire was based just
north of the airport, and I wanted to head
north west towards Windsor. This
marked the start of the famed “Putty
Road”, highly recommended as a
challenging bike road for Sydneyites.
Exiting the city proved to be a little
challenging, but good signposting helped
a lot. I lost count of the number of tunnels
traversed, including the one under
Sydney harbour. Got a little lost getting
out of Sydney – well, not lost exactly. I
sort of knew where I was which was not
where I wanted to be !

At one stage I was rather glad of the
substantial concrete barrier on the M1
motorway that separated me from the

oncoming traffic. On hearing the
screeching of tyres I witnessed a
Commodore travelling at quite a high
speed fully sideways towards me, with all
4 wheels locked. The accompanying
black skid marks and pall of acrid tyre
smoke vividly illustrate the result of driver
inattention. Phew !

Being of the old school, I like to rely on a
map in the tank bag, but this is not
always that easy when surrounded by a
maze of lanes filled with tin tops. It was
more than 70k’s before the traffic started
to thin out and I felt a little more relaxed.

Putty Road does indeed come with a
fairly awesome reputation as to riding
bliss. Most of it is 100k speed limit which
is OK. What is most disappointing is as
soon as you come across some
challenging “twisties” this drops down to
only 80k, and this really dilutes the
enthusiasm. Because of its close
proximity to Sydney it attracts a lot
motorcyclists, and has gained the
reputation of being dangerous. This is
completely unjustified as there were no
real hidden hazards, and reducing the
legal speed limit is no real substitute for
rider training and experience.

Part way through Putty Road is the very
biker friendly “Grey Gum Café”. They
have a large concrete pad designated
“Bike Only Parking”. They even have an
outdoor visor cleaning facility, complete
with clean water and tissues ! Met
several groups of riders while devouring a
hot chocolate and crumpets with local
honey dressing.

By now the day had blossomed into full
splendour, up to 260C, no cloud, and no
wind. Really felt like the start of Spring.
Certainly the local insects seemed to
think so. Me, the bike, and my visor by
now liberally coated with the disgorged
intestines of a range of these little
creatures.

There were many warning signs to
beware of wildlife. Bodies visually
identified were wombat, kangaroo (alive
and dead), and snake. Many remained
anonymous, only detected by the
distinctive transient aroma of decay as
we passed.

The planned overnight stop was in

Singleton, a small town on the New
England Highway. A stroll around
revealed a rural town struggling a little for
survival. Some houses ripe for
restoration, and others just plain ripe!
Quite a lot of empty commercial
buildings, and no real evidence of any
recent capital investment.

Met a local motorcyclist at the gas station
(as you do on a bike). He recommended a
more challenging route out of Singleton
up to Tamworth. This very minor
backroad meandered through East
Gresford to Dungog and onto Bucketts
Way at Gloucester. He warned me that
although the road was theoretically
sealed, it could be a little bumpy. In fact
there were places where the actual
patched potholes accounted for most of
the road surface. Most patches were
significantly proud of the parent seal, and
this accounted for quite an interesting
surface. In places the top layer of asphalt
had peeled away completely and had
distorted to the extent that the centre
between the wheel tracks was several
inches higher in places. In one single
corner the surface varied from dead
smooth, to repairs with lumps and bumps
punctuated with open potholes. And we
complain about the state of some of our
NZ roads!

A mere 20k into this ride and the rain
began and was to pretty persistent for
the next 250k. Bugger !

After a tasty brunch of bacon and eggs in
Gloucester, the famed Thunderbolt’s Way
beckoned. Even by New Zealand
standards the more major road surfaces
were quite variable, but this was still a
definite improvement over the previous
day.

Once through Nowendoc National Park I
decided on a very minor alternative route
through to Tamworth. Those little narrow
lines on the map are always worth
investigating. What a hidden gem this
turned out to be! Once the road white
centre line disappears, along with the
associated traffic, the real fun can begin.
This road through Dungawon had all the
ingredients – twists, turns, elevation, and
views. Finally, even the sun came out.

Blue Mountains Blast - October 2016
Text and Images: Neil Barnard

Let the ride begin!

Just to prove it’s not New Zealand !

These are the roads I like !

Continued Page 16
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The Bike Maintenance Shop is Auckland’s only independent BMW Specialist. Dean Jamieson hands on owner 

operator will always give you that personal service, with 22 years’ experience as a BMW Mechanic he knows his 

BMW stuff.  Dean and Colleen are here and ready to help.   “Highly Recommended and Satisfaction Guaranteed”  

We also do all Bicycle Servicing/Repairs and E-Bike sales 

 

 2a Akatea Road, Glendene  P: 09 8185448  M: 021826404  E: thebmshop@hotmail.com  W: thebmshop.nz 
 

 BMW Qualified Technician 

 BMW Motorcycle Workshop 

 BMW Motorcycle Repairs 

 BMW Motorcycle Service 

 BMW Is All We Do 

 Diagnostics Equipment 

 Service Light Reset 

 ABS/Brake Bleeds 

 Accident Repair 

  

 Pick up and Drop off Service 

Submitting pictures for uploading onto the BMWOR NZ photo site

GUIDELINES FOR HAVING PHOTOS UPLOADED ONTO THE NATIONAL
PICTURE SITE

The hosting site Flickr, is intended for members to share original photos and video that
they themselves have created. We can't really upload anything that isn't ours. By
submitting a picture for upload you are in fact giving us the right to use it as if it were
ours. Youtherefore need to have personally taken or own the photos that you submit.
Photos collected or copied from around the internet (e.g. a great pic of Michael Dunlop
riding to victory in the Isle of Man on his S1000RR) can't be uploaded onto our site
unless one of our members actually took it themselves. (It will be possible to share
other interesting photos found on the internet through the Forum site) When we

upload your photo we will acknowledge it as being submitted by yourself. We

will not be uploading video at this stage.

Photo files can be emailed to - photos@bmwor.org.nz . If you use this option, the following file size is recommended -1024x768
("Large" Windows Explorer resize) > 1 MB getting too large (in JPEG format). Larger files would need to be sent through
"Dropbox". (If you use this app, just copy them into a folder in it and then share it with photos@bmwor.org.nz )

Photo files pertaining to a ride or event need to be grouped into a set/album

and each set/album given:

1 An Area code - (NLD, AUK, BOP, ECO, RAN, WEL, MRL, NEL, CAN, OTA etc.) (groups from different areas could do the same
ride e.g. the Molesworth)

2 A Brief name - for ride/event

3 A Date- (same ride/event may be repeated annually)

You can provide a title/caption for a photo by renaming the pic file (Once uploaded, more details can be provided by adding a
"comment" from within Flickr.)

If photos are submitted according to the above, we will do our best to get them uploaded with the minimum of delay.

mailto:thebmshop@hotmail.com
http://thebmshop.nz
http://thebmshop.nz
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Once into Tamworth it was great to meet
up with the rest of the group, most of
whom I had met the previous year in
Tasmania.

DAY 1

The first day’s route was initially pretty
much the reverse of my previous day’s
ride back down Thunderbolts to
Gloucester, and then through to the coast
at Forster. The fun factor was however
much improved due to the lack of rain
and now dry roads. From there it was up
a short section of the relatively boring
Pacific Highway to the picturesque
seaside town of Port Macquarie.

DAY 2

This day’s ride was a loop up to Taylors
Arm and return to Port Macquarie. The
initial start was up the rather boring A1
with major restructuring work being
undertaken along almost its entire length.
Speed limits were variable from 60 to 70
to 90k in places. There was a strong
police presence, with mobile patrols and
fixed and manual speed cameras. It was
finally a welcome contrast to turn off onto
the windy back roads to Taylors Arm and
the renown pub immortalised by Slim
Dusty in his song “The Pub With No
Beer”, which fortunately wasn’t true on
the day of our visit.

Several other rider groups arrived. For us
British enthusiasts there was even a
1950 Matchless 500, and a very nice
BSA special fitted with a 500 JAP
speedway engine.

In order to avoid the frustration of
returning down the main road, we
decided to go back down an inland
secondary road through Millbank and
Willamarrin to Frederickton. This entailed
more than 30k of quite hard packed clay
road. This made for a more interesting
ride, but did generate some grumbling
from the ranks due to the heavy layer of
dust that accumulated on both rider and
bike alike, especially for those towards
the back of the group. Interestingly this
section, although dusty, was certainly
smoother with less potholes than a lot of
the so called tarseal roads previously
encountered.

Once back at Port, Mick organised a
sunset cruise out on the Hastings River.
There has been a very substantial
complex of canal side homes
constructed along the river, and all have
alternative road access. Boats parked at
the respective jetties varied from surf
skis, right up to very substantial launches
and yachts. One even had its own float
plane! Wild life observed included a
single dolphin, several magnificent sea
eagles, and numerous pelicans.

A very enjoyable way to sink a few beers
before dinner after a good day’s ride.
Thanks, Mick.

DAY 3

This was going to be the longest day’s
ride of nearly 500k. It was inland through
Wauchope to Walcha on the Oxley
Highway, then Armidale onto Waterfall
Way and onto Coffs Harbour. This
involved a double crossing of the Blue
Mountains through the Werrikimbe and
New England National Parks. This
section of the Oxley Highway was great
fun on the bike with plenty of challenging
“twisties”, all through the very scenic
mountain terrain.

DAY 4

It was a bracing 40C on leaving Coffs
Harbour, but by the time we reached
Grafton this was up to a much more
pleasant 240C. Onto the Gwydir Highway
over the Gibraltar Range of the Blue
Mountains the road became a real delight
through the long established gum tree
bush. Wild life here included a large lizard
with an apparent death wish which
fortunately, to my delight, wasn’t granted
this day. Dropping down onto the flat
approaching Glen Innes the predicted
rain began to fall. With the combined rise
in elevation and increase in wind velocity
there was a dramatic drop in temperature
down to 70C. The rain intensity became
quite horrendous to the point that speeds
were down to less than 40kph in places.
Overtaking became impossible because
of the near zero visibility.

It was certainly not pleasant riding
conditions, and it was with some relief to
return to Tamworth. At least the rain had
held off for the earlier challenging section
of the road. Back in the motel hair driers
were in full song drying sodden boots,
gloves, and whatever. With air
conditioners directed onto tables strewn
with damp clothes it was time for some to
start loading their bikes onto the trailer
for the return to Melbourne.

DAY 5

The morning dawned clear with no wind,
in direct contrast with the previous day.
John (Melbourne) and Mick (Tasmania)
were riding back via Bathurst to
Melbourne for the MotoGP at Phillip
Island, and we rode together back down
the New England Highway to Singleton
for the night. The small town of
Murrurundi featured some very original
early architecture in various states of
repair, with some having been lovingly

restored.

This is an area of Australia where they
have actually been moving mountains.
Absolutely colossal amounts have earth
have been excavated in the open cast
coal mines. Massive coal trains were
seen being pulled by up the 3
locomotives.

DAY 6

I intended to take the back roads back to
Sydney via Broke and Bucketty, but
somehow missed the turn off and ended
up on the main Pacific Highway once
more. Fortunately this section was
devoid of roadworks, and I was quite
content to quietly wind down after a fairly
hectic few days riding. There was little
traffic until reasonably close to Sydney.
The frantic intensity on entering the city
became quite claustrophobic in
comparison.

I predicted that getting the bike back to
NAX would be a challenge, and I wasn’t
wrong. After unintentionally
circumnavigating the airport I was
relieved to deliver the bike back in good
condition.

Over the 2,300 km’s the Beemer had run
faultlessly, and proved to be a
comfortable and easy bike to ride. Hiring
a bike is not cheap, but it not only
provides hassle free enjoyment, it also
lets one sample another motorcycle for a
reasonable period without having to buy
it !

This had been a truly enjoyable
experience. It is great to be able to be
with a small group of like-minded
motorcyclists who enjoy riding with a bit
of vigour and enthusiasm.

It’s unfortunate that the Australian speed
limit philosophy appears to be bent on
reducing the fun. Under the guise of
reducing the road toll, there appears to
be a lot of unnecessary speed limit
restrictions.

This group of 8 riders consisted of 1
Queenslander, 1 from NSW, 1
Tasmanian, 4 Victorians, and me the
single Kiwi.

There is certainly a lot of great bike riding
to be had in NSW. There can however be
quite a lot of relatively boring roads with
heavy traffic in between, but still very
enjoyable none the less.

In contrast, Tasmania can probably offer
a greater proportion of good challenging
routes, and the much reduced traffic
density is a real bonus.

The scenery in the Blue Mountains was
great, but the riding was even better !

The crew of 8 at rest
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The Ultimate
Riding Machine

61 Barrys Point Rd, Takapuna  Ph: 09 486 1136  Email: sales@cyclespotbmw.co.nz

61 Barrys Point Rd, Takapuna   Ph: 09 486 1136

ALL THE BIKES / ALL THE GEAR
ALL THE EXPERIENCE

COME AND SEE THE GUYS AT  
CYCLESPOT BMW, AUCKLAND’S 

# 1 BMW DEALER

Cyclespot BMW Advert Oct 16.indd   1 8/10/16   9:28 AM

Big thanks to all our customers who turned up to our tech nite, well enjoyed
by everyone,
Special thanks to John Glasswell for all the great info, we look forward to
holding a few more of these nights in 2017.
Feel free to come in store and have a chat, the 2017 models are starting to
roll in,
Cheers,
The BMW team @ Cyclespot

BMWOR TECH NITE @ CYCLESPOT

http://cyclespotbmw.co.nz
http://cyclespotbmw.co.nz
mailto:sales@cyclespotbmw.co.nz
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Nov 16 was a stunning blue sky day on
winding back country roads in the upper
Hunter Valley of NSW. Four riders
heading from Walcha to Bathurst. It was
after lunch and we were 280km into a
500km ride when at 1pm a reasonable
sized Kangaroo chose to cross the road
in front of Rider #2 - moi.
Having ridden approximately 50,000km
around Australia over the past 4 years I
had often imagined the scenario of
encountering a 'Roo at close quarters
and what I would do. Brake, swerve,
dodge in some amazing manoeuvre
worthy of putting on YouTube and
coming out the other side bathed in glory
with a bewildered 'Roo staring in
amazement at my skill in saving both our
lives.

Well that didn't happen at all.
The 'Roo when I saw its camouflaged
shape was maybe 2m off my right side
tracking at 60 degrees to my front wheel.
It came out of a long roadside tree
shadow like a rocket. I was riding down a
narrow valley with steep sides on an
immaculate newly sealed stonechip
surface. There was going to be no
braking, no lean and swerve to the left in
front of it, definitely not going to get
behind it as it was closing me down at a
rate of knots.

I tightly gripped the handlebar and
braced for impact, thinking in a
millisecond maybe it would bounce off
and I'd carry on - that didn't happen
either .
The bike went straight down to the right
side at 100kph, fortunately not high
siding. I hit the deck and my forearms
ended up under me like skis.
Riders behind watched it unfold in front

of them and said I cartwheeled as well, all
a bit vague as I heard the grinding sound
of my gear getting shredded and my bike
sliding.
Somewhere up front the 'Roo was also
getting pushed down the road in front of
or under the bike by the look of the fur
stuck to my tank and boots.

After what seemed like an interminably
long time (about 60m) we all ground to a
halt and it was silent.
As anyone who's reached this point your
first thought is - hell I'm alive and then is
everything working. There was no pain in
the groin area so I was pleased about
that; arms, neck, rib, hands so far so
good as I picked myself up off the road,
likely full of adrenalin, I could feel a
twinge in the right knee and leg .
On the road lay my bike, the sole of my
boot, a mirror and a dead kangaroo of
about 40kg. My friends were in a state of
shock, I was mainly relieved.

We picked the bike up and pushed it to
the roadside, it didn't look too bad
considering.
My friends dragged the 'Roo into the
bush roadside.

Fortunately rider #3 was 24 yr old
Georgia, a NSW Ambulance paramedic
also on an F800GS. The riders set up a

camping stool in the shade and stripped
my gear off to assess injuries, including
shock which I don't think I had. I had a
few large friction burns on both arms
oozing blood and covered in flies.
Georgia applied betadine, large non stick
pads then bandaged the arms: she did an
amazing job, better than the hospital.

The Gear Report.
My 3 week old $1400 Klim Badlands

Jacket with latest D30 Armour, Armacor
material and triple bonded Goretex had
shredded the right forearm completely
through and there were various holes in
the left arm.The Rallye 3 pants had a hole
in the right knee material and the leather
knee patch was well scuffed with all the
BMW imprinted logos removed. Klim
Inversion gloves scuffed with odd hole
but no skin damaged. The BMW knee
armour was superb due to its size and
coverage. It didn't stop my knee twisting
but did stop any skin damage and
reduced the impact severity which was
bad enough.

The Diadora Adventure boots did their
job even though the sole was ripped off.
A few deep grooves on the jaw and visor
of my Arai XD4 Helmet but little impact as
such.

We inspected the bike and Alwyn (rider
#4) rode it up the road a bit and said it felt
fine.
So where to now? My knee joint was
stating to expand and I didn't then know
that leg was broken.

On my Garmin 595 GPS menu, Points of
Interest, Hospitals, scrolled down to
Bathurst Hospital (220km) - I figured it
would be a reasonable size with the V8
Racing there (wrong, as I later discovered
that Orange, a further 50km, was the
region's main hospital with 24hr surgical
teams.

It was 145km to Newcastle or 220km to
Bathurst via the Bylong Valley Rd. The
others helped me on to the bike, I pulled
my leg up by the pants and placed foot
on the peg and set off, full of Panadol (the
only drugs we had between us.)

In the middle of some one way roadworks
we had to make an adjustment to the
bent handguard with a hammer as it was
jamming the front brake on - that was
tricky.

Anatomy Of A Crash Overseas
Text and Images: Ian (The Unfortunate) Macartney
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I settled in to the 4 hour ride passing lots
of 'Kangaroo Warning' signs which didn't
help. We stopped at a pharmacy in a
small town to buy some more painkillers
then carried on, the pain increasing and
counting down the kilometres.

So pleased to see Bathurst in the valley
below and rode to the front door of
Emergency at 5.30pm, thank you Mr
Garmin.
My fellow riders held the bike, put the
side stand down, got a wheelchair,
poured me in to it, and we checked in.

It's worth noting that Australia have a no
charge reciprocal treatment agreement
regarding hospital services with NZ. I do
have a comprehensive Worldwide Yearly
Policy with 1 Cover Insurance.

The next 5 hrs were a blur of injections,
fluids, blood tests, X Rays, CT Scans;
finally a full length leg brace and long
crutches. Turned out as it was after hours
there was no MRI facility or Orthopaedic
team.

Also note than in Australia in any motor
vehicle accident on a public road a Blood
Test must be taken by law for the Police
to ascertain if alcohol or drugs involved
otherwise the Hospital can be fined
$3000. You can still be charged with
careless driving, fined and have demerit
points given, as happened to someone I
know who ran off the road and through a
wire fence.
They did identify a shattered Fibula head
and oblique fracture further down plus
suspected serious knee ligament
damage (no MRI facility after hours) After

consulting elsewhere they discharged
me into the night at 11.30pm in a taxi to a
motel where my friends had secured a
room for me.

The Doctor gave me a letter for the
airline, another for my Doctor, 2 x CDs of
the X Rays and CT scans, packet of
painkillers and said that I'd be OK to
travel home as long as I got immediate
treatment and an MRI scan - that's
reassuring. Can't say I was too impressed
(the Insurance Company even less) on
reflection with this part of their 'duty of
care' but I was a bit out of it on injected
painkillers.

Next morning I crutched over to the
breakfast room with my riding buddies. In
town they scored a big gear bag for me
and some better bandages to get me
home.

At 10am they headed south to
Jindabyne, south of Canberra, 470km
distant and the Horizons Unlimited
Snowy Event we were all originally
attending.
After having ridden much of Australia
solo it was an absolute godsend to have
support on this trip. I can't thank these
guys enough for their help at every turn
and it was very humbling. It would have
been a totally different scenario on my
own for sure.

It raises some important points about
having your valuables, viz; First Aid Kit,
money, passport, phone and charger,
emergency phone numbers, spare
clothing (Icebreaker T-shirt and undies) in
your Tank/Tail bag to grab in an
emergency. Note: I had some but not
all items in my tank bag.
So now alone in a motel room a long way
from home in a town where I knew
absolutely no one - a damaged bike
parked outside, 30kg of luggage strewn
about the room, instructions to keep the
leg horizontal and non weight bearing.

This was going to be a challenge.
I spent most of the day on my mobile ($5

day Vodafone Roaming phone and data
deal: lifesaver) talking to the Travel
Insurance providers and Shannons the
Bike Insurer.

A fellow BMW Adventure rider friend,
John Read, who lived more than an hour
away came and collected my bike with
his trailer and took it home. This solved
one big hassle for me.
Next I had to send copies of the Medical
Reports, (7 pages) and Passport to the
Travel Insurance Company after several
long conversations and interviews on the
phone.

This is where being able to photograph
documents and email them with the
iphone or iPad was invaluable - I would
have been stuffed without it (Luddites
take note.)
Their Medical/Travel teams were busy
behind the scenes and a few hours later
they said the claim had been accepted
and transport arrangements home being
finalised.
Spent rest of the day packing my
copious bike gear, tools, panniers etc into
the huge $60 gear bag and it was dial a
pizza for dinner. Another Queensland GS
Adventure rider called in on his way
south to say hi and offer help. The
adventure biking community is
something else I've got to say.
Friday 18th 4am up to get ready for 6am
departure. It took half an hour to get one
sock on. A Mercedes mini bus and driver
Samir arrived for the 3hr ride to Sydney
Airport.
Arrived at 9am and Air New Zealand took
over from there. Bags disappeared,
wheelchair pushed by Kiwi Cory all the
way to the business lounge and later to
the door of the plane. I've never travelled
that fast through an Airport. Fourteen
hours after leaving Bathurst I landed in
Whangarei, pleased to be home. Air NZ
staff and cabin crew excellent.
Having had a few brownie points stored
up I've mostly managed so far to avoid
the withering looks and Spanish
Inquisition and fortune telling normally
following incidents such as these from
non riding partners, friends, neighbours
and strangers in cafes.
One Cover Travel Insurance medical
team kept in touch with me all the way
home by phone and email and for several
days afterwards - professional and
compassionate.
Shannons, the Australian bike insurer
dealt quickly with the claim and classed it
as a repairable write off. I'm still sorting
the clothing claim out and also the
miscellaneous items of unused
accommodation and airfares.

Two weeks on from returning home:
I've had an MRI, Orthopaedic review and
various ACC interviews, claim and
surgery approved. Due to it being classed
as High Priority this has been handled
relatively quickly. I have been nothing but
impressed with ACC's support and care
to this point along with all medical staff
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involved.
Conclusion: Fibula head shattered and
oblique Fibula fracture, Tibia head severe
bruising/contusion, 2 x meniscus
shredded and needing to be removed on
Dec 16. Bone damage 12 weeks to heal
without plating or pinning.

Recommendation: Drive car to National
BMW Rally in Napier.

Useful Suggestions :

• Good to ride with friends for
company and support if things go
wrong.

• Have your 'must have' stuff in a grab
bag (waterproof tank or tail bag) to
take to Hospital.

• Invest in the best riding gear you can
possibly afford. Riding a $10k - $30k
bike and putting your head in a $200
helmet, wearing jeans with foam
inserts so you can look cool doesn't
make sense. (Skin Grafts aren't cool.)

• Carry best Travel Insurance which
covers motorcycling, top medical
cover and return home.

• Modern camera phone including
overseas calls and data plan (such as
vodafone Roam) and charging cable
in grab bag.

• Photograph your Insurance Policy
and Emergency Contact info to refer
to.

• Cash and Credit cards - carry
enough to get you home if you're
incapacitated (for food, tips,
medicine, Australian Motorcyclist
Magazine at Airport )

• Patience , Politeness and a sense of
humour no matter how rubbish you
feel.

• Emergency info card in your wallet in
case you're unconscious, listing
name, insurance info and Emergency
contact details of 'several ' people.

• First Aid Kit - serious large 3" non
stick pads, 2x large crepe bandages,
tape, decent wound cream, serious
painkilling tablets. Don't scrimp.

• PLB (Personal Locator Beacon
$500) I have in my jacket at all times

• Consider 'In Reach' satellite
locator/SMS unit SPOT Gen 3 or

even Satellite phone or similar
there's some good gear out there
and depending where you are its
cheap insurance against potential
disaster.

• Garmin 595 or similar GPS kept me
on track, focused and saved time
when I desperately needed to.

• Make sure you have clear Dr/Hospital
instructions re medical diagnosis and
flight requirements for your
Insurance company and Airline.

Footnote: Indian Himalayas 2011, last
ride day on tour, caught in rockslid ,
flipped bike, fractured end of femur and
tore meniscus (other knee) rode to Leh,
(on stronger drugs) over Kardhung La
5366m, 3rd world medical facilities in
Leh at 3000m height, only had a
scribbled Dr note re needing leg to be
horizontal to the Airline. Delhi Hotel faxed
(this wasn't a simple process) note to NZ
insurance co and eleventh hour upgrade
to business to come home, very
stressful.

There is no pattern here. Lol

I trust this assists other travellers to be
well prepared and confident when they
venture overseas whether riding or not.
As with Kevin Wong's earlier article re his
crash we can learn from these mishaps,
be they from 'Roos, fatigue or whatever.

Recuperating in the back yard, on the
shore of Whangarei Harbour.

(Editor comment: Don't want the injury
or the pain, but the backyard? Jealous,

jealous!)

What started out as an Impromptu Ride
on Tuesday 29 November turned into
what can be described as an adventure
not wanted. The ride was down to White
Rock on the Southern Coast of the
Wairarapa involving about 30kms of
gravel.

Weather was sunny with strong westerly
winds forecasted for later in the day. Two
riders Dave Ross and Peter Nash rode
over the ‘Mountain’ to link up with Tibsy
at the Café on the corner of the Square
and Lake Ferry Road in Martinborough.
We have used this Café on a number of
times as the bikes can be parked outside
adjacent to outside tables and chairs and
of course great coffee, food and service.
So we have 3 ‘mature larrikins’ sitting
outside admiring the scenery and telling
embellished stories about the ride there
and the occasional local stopping to
admire the bikes and to swap
pleasantries many being ‘closeted former
riders’ who have not yet returned .

After coffee we set out down Lake Ferry

Road turning onto Dry River Road for a
gravel ride through to White Rock Road,
an enjoyable ride down to White Rock on
the coast. After about 20 minutes we
commenced the return ride with a plan to
stop for lunch back in Martinborough.
Peter led followed by Dave and Tibsy as
TEC. Peter lost sight of the others in the
mirror so he turned and rode back first
passing Dave and then Tibsy, turned
around and was waved through into the
lead again by both riders.

Upon rounding a right turning corner
which had a negative camber and thick
gravel Peter lost the front of his bike
crossed the road into a bank and shallow
ditch. Dave was following close behind
and saw it all happen and was first on the
scene it was quickly established that
Peter's right leg was badly bruised,
grazed and had a couple of puncture
wounds on the shin which were bleeding.
After having the wounds patched up, the
bike was backed up and walked out of
the ditch under its own power. Peter got
back on and continued, waiting for Dave

and Tibsy at the start of the sealed road
and then riding back to Martinborough. In
Martinborough Tibsy suggested that
Peter ride his bike to the Tibbs's
homestead in Masterton and ride with
Tibsy and Anne back to Wellington and
home as they were coming over the hill to
attend Newsletter folding night. However,
Peter decided to ride home with Dave
shadowing him back to Wellington when
they got Peter home his right boot was
covered in blood with more blood inside
the boot so Dave dialled 111 and an
ambulance was summoned. Peter was
taken to hospital where his leg was X-
rayed and he was told his right fibula was
broken just below the knee. This came as
a complete surprise as there was no pain
when it happened or subsequently, it was
described as an ‘impact break’ as
opposed to a ‘twist break’. A night was
spent in hospital under observation after
a ‘slab plaster cast’ was fitted he was
discharged the following day with the
cast being left on for the following 2
weeks. The leg wounds remained

A Close Encounter of the Unwanted Kind
Peter Nash
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dressed and bandaged at the time of
writing.

Jenny and I will still be at the National
Rally probably in the car.

The bike appeared to have sustained
superficial damage to the bodywork the
handle bars were twisted out of
alignment and the windscreen had a
significant scrape adjacent to the
bodywork. Motomart collected the bike
after an insurance claim was lodged with
AON. Contact was made several days
later with AON when it was discovered
the main insurer (NZI) had written the
bike off and the initial offer made by NZI
was challenged and was finally increased
to a more realistic amount. So a banged
up body and no bike and at the beginning
of summer – bugger!

How did this all happen? This was an
example of misreading the road service
which consisted of thick gravel and a
corner with negative camber. Those
following estimated the speed to be
around 30kmh when the front end
washed out so the lesson learnt being to
pay more attention to the road surface.
Tibsy noted that there were other slide
marks on the road on the same corner
which indicated that some other rider
may have met a similar fate.

The service received from AON New
Zealand was excellent I was kept in the
picture at all times and once agreement
was reached on the amount to be paid
out this was paid into my bank account
almost immediately. Based on my
experience, I would recommend AON to
any other member looking for motorcycle
insurance.

The service from Motomart was also
excellent with John Goss advising that as
soon as the Insurance Company made
contact, they would collect the bike and
transport it to their workshop. John was
keen to get me onto another of their
bikes and I have decided to buy a
F700GS taking delivery when the injuries
have healed sufficiently to be able to
bend my right knee and ride safely.

My thanks go to John Goss and Todd
Crighton for the support shown to me
along with the enjoyable banter. Based
on my experience Motomart should be
visited either physically or online as part
of any research into buying a new or used
bike regardless of where you live in NZ.

My thanks also go to Dave Ross and
Tibsy for their support at the scene and
subsequently and to Anne Tibbs who
called in a couple of days after the event.

Tibsy's Gravel Riding
Clinics, Saturday 14

January 2017:
Masterton to Eketahuna

Return
Those who know me will know that I take
great delight in seeking out and taking
what I call 'roads less travelled'. This
fascination predates Ewen and Charlie
and their 'Long Way Round' and
subsequent journeys aboard BMW GS
machines. There's something perverse in
me that delights in the personal
challenge in staying upright on road
surfaces that at times can make it feel like
you're riding on 'marbles'. Also, some of
New Zealand's more remote and
beautiful places are only accessible via
unsealed gravel, shingle or dirt roads.

Over the years, I've spent a lot of effort
and money on various bikes (BMW and
other) in order to achieve the modest
level of skill I have today. Following the
skills clinic led by Tibsy yesterday I was
left reflecting 'Golly, I wish I had received
the advice and knowledge imparted by
Tibsy today, years ago; it would have
made gaining the skills needed to ride
gravel roads so much easier!'

Meeting at the Henley Men's Shed in
Masterton at 10am on the Saturday
morning, we four clinic participants were
greeted by Tibsy and invited into the
Shed for a 'cuppa' and a briefing. This
session was to be the first session of the
weekend option of the two 'streams' (mid
week and weekend) offered by Tibsy and
energetic Area Rep Peter Nash.

In the 'theory' part of the Clinic
conducted at the Shed, Tibsy outlined
the topics to be covered in what he
termed 'Starting From Scratch' that
would be applied during the application
part to follow out on the road. These
topics were addressed clearly and spiced

with Tibsy's unique humour. This theory
and cuppa session occupied about an
hour before we suited up and headed out
on the seal North of Masterton to a
network of gravel roads that saw us
stopping at Eketahuna for a late lunch at
the 'Lazy Graze' Café.

As I reflected on the day, I realised how
much more relaxed I had felt throughout
the day despite riding seated as opposed
to standing on the pegs which is my
preferred stance when riding a Boxer GS.
At the beginning of our session back at
the Shed, Tibsy had explained that
among the drills we'd practice was that of
riding seated throughout the gravel
sections. He acknowledged to us that
whilst the standing position - to be
covered in subsequent drills - would in
fact be easier, today we would be
concentrating on becoming relaxed in a
variety of gravel conditions whilst riding
our machines seated. I've got to confess
that whilst saying nothing, I had thought
to myself ' Yeah right Tibsy!' However, as
we put into practice the various tips
imparted by Tibsy out on Bowen and
North Road - to name two I recall - the
wisdom in applying these became clear
and the riding more comfortable /
enjoyable.

Topics covered included: the importance
of being relaxed (not clutching the
handlebars as they were 'our mother-in-
laws throat') accepting and allowing ones
machine to move around beneath them;
looking ahead and not down at the front
wheel, throttle control, momentum,
braking (front and rear - together and
separately), shedding speed ahead of
corners, where vision is clear (not on
corners) being willing to ride in the deep
gravel at the centre of the road.

All in all a great clinic and I'd urge other
members in the lower North Island to
avail themselves of the opportunity of
attending future clinics. I know I intend to.

Stephen! Really? A selfie at your
age? Have you no shame?

The previous editor.
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bikes for sale___________

2014 BMW F700GS, 21,896km. Good
nick. Lots of extras - $14250 o.n.o. Ph
Mike Long - 0274 989 739 (2)

2003 R1150GS Yellow. High Kilometres
but in excellent condition (won the best
bike of the Rally at Hanmer Springs). Well
Serviced. Excellent condition. Givi
Panniers Racks fitted (No panniers). Givi
Top fitted. $3800-00 . Trevor Briggs (03)
547 2685 Nelson (1)

BMW
R1200GS
2008.
49600KM
S,
$13500.
Excellent
condition,
FSH,wire

wheel model. Thousands of dollars of
extras. See more photos on Trade me
listing 1199358724. Phone Warwick
078688332, or isonsix@xtra.co.nz

for sale________________
R45, R65
stainless
mufflers:
These
pipes have
a bit of
history,
but polish

up well. $180. Contact Mike,
mikehowell@clear.net.nz (3)

Clothing:

wanted to buy__________

marketplace Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ. Advertisements will be accepted
from members, commercial traders and non-members when it is considered in our
members' interest to do so. No charge is made for Marketplace advertising. The Editor and
Executive reserve the right to reject or modify any advertisement considered inappropriate
and take no responsibility for errors or omissions, the quality of items, claims made, or for
any transactions that ensue.
Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published unless otherwise arranged
with the Editor.

Cyclespot Euro
Takapuna
Auckland
09 486 1136

Experience
Motorcycles
Kingsland, Auckland
09 845 5950

Boyd
Motorcycles
Hamilton
07 838 1209

Mount
Motorcycles
Mount Maunganui
07 575 4190

Motomart
Wellington
04 589 5106

Avon City
Motorcycles
Christchurch
03 341 3490

Demonstrators available from the following dealerships

BMW’s New R Nine T Scrambler  
Following the release of the successful R Nine T, the NEW Scrambler is created for the rider who challenges the ordinary, desires 
authenticity combined with innovative engineering and a touch of nostalgia for the scrambler generation.
 
RRP $23,990 - The R Nine T Scrambler features Heated Grips, Automatic Stability Control (ASC), Cross Spoke Wheels with a 
19” front and LED Turn indicators.

On occasion Star Insurance sell parts
from insurance wrecks through
TradeMe. Take a look at the Star
Insurance web site
www.star.insurance.co.nz for details

A cheeky rubbernecker's Saturday morning ride past all the road
closed signs down the Kaikoura coast south of Clarence. The
Ohau Point seal colony is just beyond the slip.

Tony Haddon

mailto:isonsix@xtra.co.nz
http://www.starinsurance.co.nz
mailto:mikehowell@clear.net.nz
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http://bmw-motorrad.co.nz/
http://cyclespotbmw.co.nz/
http://www.experiencemotorcycles.co.nz/
http://www.boydmotorcycles.co.nz/
http://www.mountmotorcycles.co.nz/
http://www.motomart.co.nz/
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